Human Values
Human values are the virtues that guide us to take into account the human element
when we interact with other human beings. It is with those human values that one becomes
truly able to put into practice his/her ethical values such as justice, integrity, non-violence.
Human values convey a positive ad affective surge, which reinforce the rationale and moral
values. They are the values that permit us to live together in harmony and personally
contribute to peace.
Need of Human values
Value education is always essential to shape one’s life and to give one an opportunity
on performing on the global stage. Every individual and every organization is involved in
making hundreds of decisions every day. The decisions we make are reflections of one’s
values and beliefs and they are always directed towards a specific purpose.
The four types of values in an organization are:
1. Individual values
 Enthusiasm
 Creativity
 Humility
 Personal fulfilment
2. Relationship values
 Openness
 Trust
 Generosity
 Caring
3. Organizational values
 Productivity
 Financial growth
 Team work
 Strategic alliances
4. Societal values
 Future generations
 Environmental awareness
 Sustainability
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Objectives
 To develop moral values in individuals
 To inspire social values and loyalty
 To develop respect for the dignity of individual and society
 To facilitate the development of holistic perspective among students towards life,
profession and happiness
 To understand workplace rights and professional responsibilities.
Sri Kanyaka Parameswari Arts and Science College for Women has deep faith in
Sanathana dharma and gives emphasis to rich Indian tradition for the development of
personality of its students and staff by imparting values through various activities.
The core human values that the institution focuses upon are:
1. Right conduct
2. Respect for all
3. Understanding
4. Discipline
5. Honesty
6. Compassion
7. Truth
8. Care
9. Service
10. Love
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Professional Ethics
Professional ethics are professionally acknowledged measures of individual and
business conduct, values and guiding principles. It refers to the moral rules and regulations
governing the professional world. They are standards or code of conduct set by people in a
specific profession. To be successful in a profession, it is paramount that the employees
uphold the defined professional ethics as they undertake their tasks. When a professional
makes the right choices and ethics in his/her career and follow them consistently, then career
success will no doubt prevail (Koehn, 1994).
Need of professional ethics
Professional ethics is important because it dictates to professionals a series of rules
related to whom they relate professionally. It helps to distinguish right from wrong and good
from bad. It can give real good and practical guidance. Ethics like honesty, trustworthiness
and responsibility helps to guide the personal on a pathway to deal more effectively with
ethical dilemmas by eliminating those behaviours that do not conform to the person’s sense
of right and wrong.
Objectives
 To act as a role model for others by behaving in ethical manner to one and all
 To motivate to do their duties and abide by truth, hard work and honesty
 To improve human relations
 To achieve professional excellence.
Professional ethics, the institution focus upon are:
 Respect for the institution
 Loyalty towards duty
 Punctuality
 Respect for co-staff
 Positive attitude
 Truthfulness
 Honesty
 Motivational attitude
 Straight forwardness
 Dressing sense
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The institution expects the following accountability part of individuals:
 Accountability towards students
 Accountability towards profession
 Accountability towards teaching and learning
 Accountability towards society
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